House rules
1. voluntarily we are here to create something together. Those who disregard the house rules
should consider whether this is the right way to go. In case of frequent warnings we can ban you
from the premises.
2. the rubbish you create is to be disposed of as quickly as possible - separately.
3. personal consideration for each other and the environment is a basic condition for living
comfortably in a limited space.
4. smoking is only allowed outside the buildings, butts are to be disposed of in the containers
provided for this purpose.
5. open fires, candles etc., in buildings and tents are prohibited.
6. those who have been assigned to certain tasks (cooking, washing,...) should perform them,
except in specific individual cases (injury, allergy...).
7. from 10 p.m. until 8 a.m., keep a reasonable volume.
8. be careful where you step, use known routes in the dark and only enter the construction site if
necessary.
9. do not enter rooms of the municipality or our project partner Werkstatt für nachhaltiges Leben
und Arbeiten e.V. that are not intended for our use. All inventory/equipment not related to our
camp is not to be touched. Make sure that the rooms are locked sensibly and that persons from
outside the camp are present to prevent theft. 10.
10) The planned excursions are to be attended by everyone if possible, as the planning has taken a
lot of work.
11. the basic law always applies!
12. music, videos/DVDs, PC games with radical, inhuman and violence glorifying content are
forbidden!
13. alcohol is to be enjoyed in moderation throughout the week. The Youth Protection Act must be
observed!
14. possible conflicts that have existed for a long time are to be avoided or better to refrain
completely, in case of emergency to be clarified with the camp management.
15. in case of longer distances from the team, it is important to inform at least one person of the
camp management. If you are under 18 years old, please go in pairs!
16) If you have any problems, please contact Jasmin, Viktoria, Kilian, Immanuel and André.
17. corona-conditioned - be alert and responsible!
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